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What will we be talking about?

‒ Keeping afloat…
‒ An overview of the Transfer of Undertakings (Protection

of Employment) Regulations 2006 (“TUPE”)
‒ A closer look at the practical issues
‒ A brief look ahead: Proposals for reform



Keeping afloat…

Emma Ladley



Keeping the business afloat

– Potential changes concerning employees:

– Redundancy
– Performance management of poor performers
– Changing terms and conditions of employment.



Keeping the business afloat

– Changing terms and conditions of
employment:

– Wages
– Hours
– Location
– Holidays
– Duties.



Changing Terms and Conditions

– What is the change?

– Permitted by the contract?

– Wide clauses

– Specific clauses

– Implied terms – the hidden text



Changing Terms and Conditions

If the contract does not permit the change…

– Express agreement

– Impose the change unilaterally

– Terminate and re-engage



Changing Terms and Conditions

Express Agreement

– Selling exercise
– Agreement in writing
– Signed as a deed

Impose the change – unilaterally

– How will the employee respond –
risk of claims?



Changing Terms and Conditions

Terminate and offer re-engagement

– Notice (wrongful dismissal)
– Sound business reason
– Unfair dismissal
– Will employees agree to the new terms?



Changing Terms and Conditions

Agreeing the Change – Some practical pointers

– ‘Sell’ the change
– Careful process
– Balancing act



TUPE or not TUPE:
That is the question



TUPE Overview

– Transfer of Undertakings (Protection of Employment)
Regulations 2006

– In a nutshell:
– Automatic transfer principle: employees transfer

to the transferee who inherits all rights, liabilities and
obligations in relation to them

– Protection against dismissal
– Obligation to inform and consult with

representatives of the affected employees.



When does TUPE apply?

– A transfer of a business, undertaking or part of a
business or undertaking where there is a transfer of an
economic entity that retains its identity:
– an economic entity;

– a transfer of that economic entity; and

– the economic entity retaining its identity following the transfer.

– A client engaging a contractor to do work on its behalf,
reassigning such a contract or bringing the work ‘in-
house’  (a “service provision change”)



Automatic transfer principle

‒ Automatic transfer of employees on their existing terms and
conditions

‒ New employer ‘steps in’ to the shoes of the transferring
employer in relation to the transferred employees

‒ Employees who object to the transfer do not become
employees of the buyer. Their employment terminates on
the date of transfer by operation of law.



TUPE:  A closer look at the
practical issues



Case Study

Buyer Ltd are in the process of expanding
their operations. The Directors have decided

to purchase two homes operated by
Seller Ltd.



Case Study – Question 1

Does Seller Ltd need to inform and
consult with employees ?



‒ ‘Appropriate representatives’ of affected employees i.e.:
‒ Trade union representatives
‒ Existing employee representatives with suitable

authority
‒ Employees elected for the purposes of the transfer

‒ The employer may be liable to pay compensation of up to
13 weeks’ gross pay to each employee for failing to
inform or consult.

Case Study – Question 1



‒ Obligation to inform:
‒ The fact of the transfer, the date of the transfer and

the reasons
‒ The legal, economic and social implications of the

transfer
‒ The measures the transferor will take in connection

with the transfer
‒ The measures the transferee envisages it will take in

relation to the employees

Case Study – Question 1



‒ Obligation to consult:
‒ This is triggered if the relevant employer envisages

that, in connection with the transfer, it will be taking
measures in relation to any affected employees

‒ ‘Envisages’ = the formulation of some definite plan or
proposal to be implemented as a result of the transfer

‒ ‘Measures’ = a positive act or omission by the
employer.

Case Study – Question 1



Case Study – Question 2

Can Buyer Ltd change the terms of
employment of those employees who
transfer to them from Seller Ltd?



‒ Take on the transferring employees on existing terms
‒ Changes void if reason connected with transfer or reason

connected to transfer which is not as economic, technical
or organisational reason (ETO)

‒ Changes OK if reason unconnected with transfer or
reason connected to transfer which is ETO

‒ What is an ETO reason? It must entail changes in the
workforce:
‒ Profitability or market performance?

‒ Nature of the equipment or production processes of operation?

‒ Management or organisational structure?

Case Study – Question 2



Case Study – Question 3

Can Buyer Ltd ask the Seller to dismiss
poorly performing staff and those with
poor sickness records before the
transfer?



‒ The Seller can dismiss the employees BUT risks
associated!

‒ The reason for the pre-transfer dismissal will be important
when considering liability:
‒ By reason of the transfer itself = Buyer liable
‒ Connected to the transfer but it is NOT an ETO reason

= Buyer liable
‒ Connected to the transfer and ETO reason but unfair =

Seller liable
‒ Not connected to transfer but unfair = Seller liable

Case Study – Question 3



Case Study – Question 4

What other points should Buyer Ltd
consider?



‒ Employees have enhanced protection against
dismissal where related dismissal is related to the
transfer

‒ Information provided about the transferring
employees – Employee Liability Information

‒ Buyer should inform the Seller of any measures it
envisages taking.

Case Study – Question 4



Case Study – Question 5

ARCtastic Ltd employs 1 person as a
cleaner at head office.  They have decided
to use a business called YOUclean.com to
provide the cleaning service instead.

What should they consider?
Will TUPE apply?



‒ TUPE applies to service provision changes including
outsourcing, “insourcing” and assignment to new contractor

‒ “Organised grouping” of employees means a team of
employees that are ‘essentially dedicated’ to carrying out the
activities that are to transfer

‒ For TUPE to apply, it is necessary for one person to cease to
provide the activities and for another to take them over

‒ TUPE can apply where previously outsourced employees are
brought back “inside” as a cost saving mechanism

‒ If the cleaner transfers to YOUclean this will be on her existing
terms and conditions of employment

Case Study – Question 5



Steps for the transferor (ARCtastic):
‒ARCtastic must provide Employee Liability Information to
YOUclean (NB. Data Protection considerations)
‒Obtain ‘measures’ information from YOUclean to confirm
whether it envisages taking any measures in relation to the
transferring employee (for example redundancy or a change from
weekly to monthly pay)
‒ARCtastic must provide information to appropriate
representatives of affected employees about the transfer.  This
includes the information about the measure(s) identified by
YOUclean.

Case Study – Question 5



Steps for the transferee (YOUclean)
‒Review the Employee Liability and other due diligence
information provided by the transferor.  What rights and
liabilities will transferee inherit in relation to the transferring
employee?
‒Provide ‘measures’ information to  ARCtastic
‒Information and consultation with affected staff?  Relevant
if any of YOUclean’s own employees will be affected by the
transfer – e.g. if the addition of the new employee will result
in redundancies amongst staff at YOUclean.

Case Study – Question 5



Action points

‒ Be alert to situations where TUPE could apply
‒ Establish whether there is a business transfer or service

provision change
‒ If an insolvent business – some TUPE provisions are

relaxed – this depends on the type of insolvency
‒ Take advice:
‒ Crucial that the sale contract (or other document e.g.

outsourcing or service level agreement) protect you as
buyer or seller

‒ Be clear of the legal implications



A look ahead: TUPE reform?



TUPE reform?

‒ The Government has proposed various amendments to the
TUPE regulations:
‒ Repealing the regulations relating to ‘service provision

changes’
‒ Removing the obligation to provide employee liability

information
‒ Amending the restrictions on changes to terms (increased

employee protection)
‒ ‘Changes in the workforce’ to include location
‒ Enabling the transferee to consult with the transferring

employees on collective redundancies prior to the transfer



Thank you
Any questions?
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